pic11: Dominance over highway
from Tabi’at(Nature) bridge, Photo:
Martine Bouchier, 2015.
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pic2: The crowd in front of the Park, Tehran,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.
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pic10: the unique structure of Tabi’at
(Nature) bridge, Photo: Martine
Bouchier, 2015.

pic1: aesthetic elements in Daneshjou Park, Tehran,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.
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pic5: Martyr portraits in Tehran,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.

pic4: Displaying social problems
through art, Tehran, Photo: Martine
Bouchier, 2015.
Pic4

Pic6
pic6: Naming streets after a martyr and his image,
Tehran, Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.
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pic13: Highway Removal,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.

pic14: Seoul River after revitalization,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.
Pic13

Pic3

pic3: People presence due to various
reasons in City Theater enclosure, Tehran,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.
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6. An experience of aesthetic
intervention in Seoul, South Korea
In 2003, a project aims to restore the river
and return its water to the heart of Seoul.
This example was discussed in Tehran
workshop for its being similar to Tehran
structure. “Cheonggyecheon” river crossed
the city naturally from the beginning and it
was covered during the years between 1948
and 1960 in order to build a highway in the
city. Eventually, Seoul municipality decided
to restore the river as a landscape project
during from 2003 to 2005 (Pic12&13).
Currently, the highway is destroyed and
the river is uncovered. Today, the edge
of the rivers that forms an urban public
space has become the venue for national
ceremonies and ritual carnivals. The water
is not stagnant all over its way and roaring
features and waterfalls are appeared as
well. Therefore, various spaces have been
created by using water. Vehicles are not
the main focus anymore. Pedestrians
and the joy of life in the center of the city
is the chief goal. Pedestrians can pass
through water in some areas. The River
has turned into a place for playing and
having fun. Indigenous plants are used
in the planting patterns. Architectural
and aesthetic elements are familiar and
rational to the people of Korea. Moreover,
the remnant of previous bridge is kept
for the continuation of history to as a
reminder element in landscape. There is a
canal that perhaps in other cultures do not
seem. However, a curved river it is quite
dominant in culture, literature, poetry
and traditional Korean gardens. Martine
Bouchier also added that the project was
carried out over three years and is unique
in its kind (Pic14 &15).

pic12: Old picture of Seoul River,
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.

.)

Footnote:
1. The photographer is anonymous
2. Guy Môquet (1941 - 1924) was a young French
Communist militant who was executed by firing
squad for being among 27 Chateaubriand hostages.
Môquet went down in history as one of the symbols
of the French Resistance due to being very young.
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pic15: Preserving the basis of the
destroyed highway, Photo: Martine
Bouchier, 2015.

environment, but embodies unbeautiful and
insecure functions and events that make
it unusable. Can we ascribe the beauty
to quantitative values or list its different
aspects as a basis for prioritizing future
interventions in order to beautify the space?
Answer: Beautification is not capable of
transforming into quantitative values. A
park should have a correct performance
and meet people’s needs. Social needs
should be to provide in the park in the
first step: furniture, plants, water. General
organization of park space and the
combination of different elements have to
be perfect. Then the symbolic aspects have
to be prioritized. Parks should be able to
create collective memories through symbols
or rituals. Also it is important to maintain
and conserve the space. Maintenance of
parks is the maintenance of man; perhaps
the people, who attended it, feel it. In
terms of quantitative value I can mention
that there is an imbalance between plant
elements and built elements in some parks
of Tehran.
5. Tabi’at (nature) Bridge
According to Martine Bouchier this project
is an interesting work of engineering
located in an exceptional situation that has
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created a new view of the city of Tehran. It
offers a viewpoint of a city with mountains
and buildings can which depicts the
modern Tehran. Moreover, being located
on the highway, the point with maximum
noise pollution, the negative characteristics
of highway is decreased and the bridge has
become a landscape element; the bridges is
dominant over the highway and introduced
as a viewpoint. This is an innovative
approach (Pic10).
Question: There are always lovely scenery
on a trip through which people enjoy the
trip and its features. Can we say that there
are universal criteria that are the basis of the
aesthetic assessment of the scenery in the
world, regardless of cultural context?
Answer: our basic understanding and
a sense of excitement when faced with
a project or work. N other words, some
feelings are created, a feeling of reshaping
regardless of the work. In the second
stage, a meaning is created in users’
minds on the basis of its features. This is
a subjective matter. I had not seen any of
the elements in Tehran elsewhere. These
create Tehran identity and meaning.
Sense, meaning and the judgment that
comes to the human mind are finally the
basis of valuation (Pic11).

pic9: A viewpoint to Tehran from Northern
heights, Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.

Pic9

create their works of art on the wall. This
is called “Communicational Art”; where
artists offer greater cohesion among the
people through the art of communication
to create a social link. This is due to the fact
that culture does not have a top to bottom
where the elites are the only qualified
group in defining it, but it can be created by
people and fostered by them. Even cooking,
sewing and writing are also expected to
strengthen social ties and relations between
the people of a neighborhood or a city.
3. Urban Art
Martine Bouchier describes the martyrs of
the war portrait as a special characteristic
of Tehran. These images can be seen all
over the city. Iran and France approaches in
glorifying war are different: some streets of
France are named after figures of resistance,
but this is only confined to naming.
Obtaining more information about these
people requires more personal researches.
In Tehran, unlike France, these characters
and their memories have a strong presence.
Some large-scale images of the martyrs who
are mostly young have powerful symbolic
effects which are different from what is

seen in other countries. This is a realistic
and live approach while in France, the
historical events are used figuratively and
symbolically (Pic5).
Answer: “Nicolas Sarkozy”, who was the
French President during 2007 to 2012
tried to include “Guy Môquet2 ”, a French
martyr into the French school textbooks.
In fact, Sarkozy tried to make this event of
his own by making it official. Glorifying
“Guy Môquet” whose name was previously
limited to naming a metro station led to
people opposition; because they knew him
through the narrations of generations ago.
Therefore, an official version of a story was
opposed because French people preferred
their many versions of this story is true, not
a single narrative. In France some of the
streets are named after the great historical
religious or military figures. Sometimes
colored black plaques are installed to retell
their story or event. On the anniversary of
that event, people or municipalities put a
wreath at the site, but the process does not
involve the entire community. Holiness
comes up often through written text and
sentiment goal, but the information (Pic 6).
Holiness comes up often through written

text and does not aim to target people
sentiments, but to provide information
(Pic6).
Questions: Do you consider graffiti as an
“urban art” since you have read the city
context? We, as Iranian citizens, we know
that these works are created by institutions
and organizations in which and no aesthetic
goal or creativity is aimed. Today, we
can criticize their disorganization with
city context and urban landscape. [If you
consider this an urban art as a tourist, it
is queried that whose aesthetics basics
should be accepted: the citizen’s that is not
acceptable or the tourist’s who sees them
interesting (Pic7).
Answer: This problem is faced in big
modern cities. For instance, the racist
graffiti which was sold at a very high
price became extraordinarily famous.
All around the world many works can
be found that are cut from the wall
and sold for huge prices. In downtown
Athens, the number of paintings created
an inappropriate condition irrelevant
to artistic criteria, but they show the
community creativity. However, it is better
to draw a distinction between those who
academic art education and those who use
art as a means to express themselves.
4. Tajrish Square and Tehran Roof
Public space along one of the five rivers of
Tehran in Tajrish Square has an interesting
and consistent space. The river path is also
visible from the heights of to Tehran to the
city. Stretching of nature from the northern
part of Tehran nature the heart of the city
as a strength point and the extra depth of
river bed that could not be seen over the of
walking space was among the issues raised
by Martine Bouchier (Pic8 & 9).
Question: Harandi Park, located in district
12 of Tehran, adjacent to Darvaze Ghaar
is a beautiful park in terms of design and
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pic8: public space along the river
margins in Tajrish square, Tehran.
Photo: Martine Bouchier, 2015.

in the water pool are unfamiliar and the
water itself is more important while it is
used to display the statues in here. There
is no collective memory or meaning in
Daneshjou Park, while this feature is
available at the City Theatre.
Answer: Unfortunately, I cannot compare
this park with gardens of Iran since I have
not visited them. However, comparing it to
other parks in the world is possible. This is
a modern park, with an international and
universal language. Its design is based on
modern standards and has a good position
among the modern parks that I have seen
in various countries. Its artistic language
is beyond Iran, which means that I do
not need the information to understand
the Iranian culture, as a French person.
As a result, according to the international
standards it would be considered a good
thing (Pic2).
Questions: I can imagine the public space
is the aspect of the civility of society.
Society is composed of people, government
and institutions, which are called civil
society. Maybe in the period when public
space was emerged, political commentary
and ideology shaped and arranged the
square. For instance, a political or a social
event becomes main reason in formation
of public space. Can be determined an
aesthetic definition based on mass scale
and position in space and the percentage
of offered services? Perhaps a minimum
of spatial creation in the local community
can make it attractive and legible, but
at the scale of the city, the memories
and events are more significant such as
Enghelab Street. Can we consider this
issue to determine space intervention
and occupancy by the scale and the role
of public space in the neighborhood, the
city and the metropolitan and increase the
response rate in these places?
Answer: It’s a completely justified opinion.
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Perhaps the sculptures prevent and disturb
other activities in the way. There has to be
a balance; while nature and water features
are visible, symbolic aspects these elements
must be considered. Statues and artworks
are very important and the public spaces
and parks offer a context for artists. These
places should be available for the artists
while it can offer other various functions
including rest, play and recreation. In
general, the functioning aspects of the
environment and the symbolic elements
have to be in balance (Pic3).
2. Enghelab-e Islami Street
The landscape we faced while strolling
on the streets of the Islamic Revolution
was shocking: a picture of a den1 (poor
neighborhood with a high addiction rate)
installed on the wall. The photographer was
present at the scene to see people’s reaction
of the photo. Despite being shocking, this
photo is a fact of Tehran and presented with
the equal the violence and the power visible
in the photograph. She introduces the artist
as an intolerant person who goes beyond
the people’s expectations to impassion
the society. In fact, the aesthetic searches

for the truth, a truth that might not seem
beautiful (Pic4).
Question: There is no park in Tehran
where the artist can create and install their
artwork freely so that everyone could
interpret it to fit his own. For instance,
environmental art exhibition that was
supposed to be held on Enghelab Street
was transferred to the inner courtyard of
University of Tehran. Do French managers
dictate the terms to the artists in France or
the artists are not restricted in the creation
of art?
Answer: the artists are not restricted
in France. In 1951, "André Malraux"
the Minister of Cultural affairs, ratified
a “Percent for Art” law in which one
percentage of the project cost is placed to
fund and install art. This policy has been
very effective. In addition in 1981, a lot of
outdoor art program was organized; among
these could be the celebration of music and
celebration of poetry and shows. White
nights programs in which artist present
their works from midnight to dawn can be
considered as other examples. Even street
artist such as graffiti artists who do illegal
activity come to the streets at midnight to

Tehranian Beauty
Report: Parichehr Saboonchi-Atefeh Mahdavi

pic7: Graﬃti: Messages of "Go back to Africa"
and "Migrants are not welcome! " are written
on Placards and held by four pigeons in front
of a diﬀerent one with a distinctive appearance
and color. After the complaints about the mural
attitudes in London, this piece of art created by
Banksy, a famous artist, was destroyed as the
result of racism. Banksy is an anonymous artist
whose identity is not disclosed for the public
and is famous for his graﬃti of criticism and
protest. After that, this artwork was sold at the
price of 400 thousand pounds.
source: http://www.vosizneias.com/wp-content/
uploads/10/2015/Britain-Banksy_sham.jpg
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The special Workshop of research on Tehran
was held in the second conference of the
phenomenology of the urban landscape as
“Public Space Aesthetic “at the Museum of
Contemporary Art in Tehran. Visit of Dr.
“Martine Bouchier” from Tehran and her
interpretations on some parts of the city
can be considered a chance for evaluating
the approaches and intervening methods
of beautification in Tehran. Although
citizens are the primary users of landscape,
hearing expert opinions with a distinctive
approach can offer a new definition from
the city: recalling the existing capacities of
the city, which is not detectable by daily
observations and reminds us to recognize
our mistakes that have occurred due to
misunderstandings of aesthetics.
This program was an opportunity to
criticize aesthetic actions in Tehran from
a different viewpoint rather than saying
“everything is good” or “no positive action
is achieved”. Tehran aesthetic actions
in comparison with global aesthetic
experience provided a more open position
to be reviewed in Tehran beautification.

1. Vali’asr Crossroad, Daneshjou Park
and City Theater
The first expression of Martine Bouchier on
Vali’asr Crossroad neither praised the City
Theater nor complained the crowded and
uneasy pedestrian walkways. She explained
the lack of interest and enthusiasm of
pedestrians to use underpasses due to
attractions created by the theater and the
park. On the other hand, there are many
obstacles for movement in the area. In her
opinion, the City Theatre benefits from a
stunning architecture appropriate to the
surrounding environment, protected from
traffic and the busy crossroad. Despite
being located in the polluted area of the city,
Daneshjou Park has a peaceful atmosphere
with the possibility of offering social
activities. Furthermore, she notes that
the park functioning in big cities is very
critical since it provides a place for rest in
the daily activities of the city. She believes
that this park benefits from good design
and sculpture which belongs to the 60s or
70s period. The combination of children
sculptures, geometric volumes, water and
plants has created aesthetic, and beauty to
this space altogether.
She raised an important point in the
interpretation of images of Tehran, which is
often thought that the "beauty" of elements
in a series is to be performed as aesthetic,
while aesthetic values addresses attention,
care and maintenance of a place. Therefore,
spatial quality is available for users and the
beauty depends on protecting it (Pic1).
Question: The City Theatre attracts a
particular group of people due to its
function and always acts more active
than the park even without water and
vegetations. Eclectic architecture can be
seen in the park. For example, thick edges
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